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Welcome to this new
leaf-let. Em-bark on a
written journey with
Treewise and see what's
growing under our
canopy. Feel the at-
moss-phere of Forest
Bathing & other nature
projects.

Rootnews keeps you in
touch with our activities,
news, nature & health
facts and anecdotes. A
virtual tour through the
forest. Enjoy!

Treewise has a webshop now!
We're starting off with Forest
Bathing gift-passes and
apparel. More Forest Bathing
gear for your for-rest trips will
appear in our window in the
coming months - keep your
hawk eyes open for it.

Right now you'll find the fabled
Tsurīhagā-sweater, a high
quality & eco-friendly  jumper
for true dendrophiles. Do you 
 want to spread the  message
too? Get it right here.

Earlier this year, researchers of
the KULeuven unraveled a
fraction of the - still mysterious
- power of trees on human
health. The presence of large
crowned trees in an urban area
engender a decrease of the
amount of medication sold in
the pharmacies of that same
neighbourhood. Incredible. Full
research here.
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Tsurīhagā

Crowned research

http://www.treewise.be/shop
https://nieuws.kuleuven.be/en/content/2022/you-don2019t-cut-down-an-old-tree-ku-leuven-study-demonstrates-connection-between-large-urban-trees-and-human-health
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Are you looking for an
original and sustainable
teambuilding activity? Or
an authentic and
evidence-based way for
your employees to
unwind deeply? Forest
Bathing works for both:
from getting to know
colleagues in a different
way to stress & burn out
prevention. We design a
fitting program for your
team’s needs – guided
by our expert Anthony
who combines 10 years of
HR & coaching expertise
with Forest Bathing
techniques.

Filippo kicking off his shoes to
feel every mm² of Finnish forest
moss under his feet. Throwback
to last year's September, to
"Find Your Own Nature" project.
A training course in nature-
based methods for youth
workers in collaboration with
the E.U.'s Erasmus+, vzw Joetz &
Youth Centre Martinen.

Did you know more than 75% of  
"Suomi" is covered in forest? A
Forest Bather's true walhalla.

Botanic Bathing is a
condensed version of ‘classic’
Forest Bathing. It's focused on
sensorial contact with nature
to intensely experience small
elements and patches of
parks & botanical gardens.
During this experience we
softly trigger the benefits of
contact with nature for body &
mind. More news soon about
our new concept soon!
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For teamsDeep into
Finland

Botanic Bathing

https://www.facebook.com/treewise.be
https://www.instagram.com/treewise.be/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/treewiseforestbathing/

